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ABSTRACT
Background and Context. The relationship between spatial skills
and computing science success has been demonstrated at multiple
institutions. ICER has reacted positively to two theories for why
this relationship exists, by both Parkinson & Cutts and Margulieux.
However, only limitedwork has been done to validate these theories,
and more confirmatory research about the relationship between
spatial skills and module grades in CS is necessary.
Objectives. We wish to validate two dimensions of existing the-
ories for the relationship between spatial skills and CS: does CS
learning improve spatial skills (as has been observed in other do-
mains, such as physics) as Parkinson & Cutts propose, and does
the relationship with grades predominantly apply to students with
less prior programming fluency when they begin their learning, as
Margulieux proposes. We also wish to contribute more data to the
existing set of correlations between spatial skills and measures of
CS success (replication).
Method.We conducted a multi-institutional, multi-national project
to capture prior programming experience and module grades in CS
at three institutions, as well as conducting spatial skills tests at three
points during the academic year. We compare spatial skills results
with module grades, we examine changes in spatial skills over a
period of CS learning and we explore whether the correlations
between spatial skills and module grades apply for students at all
levels of prior programming fluency.
Findings. We found that spatial skills correlated with module
grades at each institution, spatial skills improved over the first se-
mester of teaching (though not the second semester, and at different
rates in different institutions) and students with lower self-reported
prior programming fluency exhibited much stronger correlations
between spatial skills and grades than students with greater pro-
gramming fluency.

Implications. This work provides additional evidence that spatial
skills are correlated with introductory CS outcomes. It also takes
steps towards validating existing theories for the relationship by
demonstrating that spatial skills can be trained through CS learning
and students with lower levels of prior programming fluency are
more likely to rely on spatial skills in their CS learning.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Social and professional topics → Computing education.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We are gradually beginning to understand more about the rela-
tionship between spatial skills and computing science (CS). The 
bottom line is that spatial skills appear to be valuable in computing, 
though often with caveats: different contexts and different cohorts 
sometimes don’t see the same effects, and the effect sizes of corre-
lations and other statistical tests are often different. Parkinson & 
Cutts began their work in this area by presenting a model for the 
relationship, suggesting that there is an underlying skill that ties 
spatial skills and all STEM learning together: by practising spatial 
skills, we may improve our STEM outcomes, but by learning STEM 
subjects we may also be able to develop our spatial skills [28].

This paper presents three major findings: the first bolsters re-
search indicating that spatial skills are related to success in intro-
ductory CS. The second contribution is the discovery that spatial 
skills can be improved by learning introductory CS, as suspected 
by Parkinson & Cutts, though there are differences in how much 
these skills can be improved between institutions and over time. 
The third contribution is an analysis of how prior programming 
fluency affects this relationship when examining introductory pro-
gramming cohorts, as this has been theorised as a confound in 
research.
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2 BACKGROUND
2.1 What are Spatial Skills?
Spatial skills are cognitive skills associated with understanding and 
internalising spatial elements and concepts. Spatial skills include 
mental rotation, orientation, and manipulation [7]. There are mul-
tiple factors of spatial skills which can be tested independently, 
but are all related and connected [6]. Parkinson & Cutts provide 
a breakdown of the different factors of spatial skills in their 2018 
work [28].

The factor of the most interest is spatial visualisation, which can 
be tested through mental rotation tasks. While it is possible that 
many factors of spatial skills may influence aptitude in a range of 
subjects, there is lots of evidence that spatial visualisation specif-
ically is connected to success in STEM domains, including com-
puting science. In most instances throughout this paper when we 
refer to “spatial skills”, the specific factor being measured is spatial 
visualisation.

2.2 Spatial Skills are Related to Computing
Science Success

Some early work relating spatial skills and success in CS was con-
ducted by Mayer, who discovered that performance in a paper
folding task (a classic spatial visualisation test [17, 44]) correlated
with beginners’ CS assessment scores after learning BASIC for
the first time [23]. Work conducted by Fincher et al. in a large,
multi-institutional project discovered that students’ ability to draw
more complex forms of maps (closely connected to spatial orienta-
tion [32, 34], related to spatial visualisation [6]) was a predictor for
success in an introductory CS module [11, 35, 42].

Jones & Burnett conducted two separate studies connecting spa-
tial skills with computing science success. In their first study, they
designed an activity to track the speed and, in a sense, “distance
travelled” in source code navigation. Students with better spatial
skills completed the tasks more quickly and made larger, more use-
ful jumps around the code than their peers with lower spatial skills,
demonstrating that people with better spatial skills are better at
source code navigation [13]. The findings partially affirm predic-
tions by Cox, Fisher & O’Brien, who theorised that spatial skills
could be valuable for people navigating code as they would navigate
real space, naming the internal, navigable representation of code
a “codespace” [9]. Following this, Jones & Burnett examined the
spatial skills of a master’s conversion cohort – that is, a cohort of
CS master’s students who did not have a CS undergraduate degree
– and discovered that spatial skills correlated with module grades
in their programming modules, but not their non-programming
modules [14].

Other correlations between spatial skills and measures of CS
success have been observed since Jones & Burnett’s work. Cooper
et al. discovered that there was a correlation between spatial skills
and a standardised CS assessment taken at the end of a 2-week pre-
college programming summer school [8]. Bockmon et al. discovered
that there was a correlation between spatial skills and scores in a
reduced set of questions from a standardised, language independent
CS1 concept inventory [25], the SCS1R [2], across three institutions
in the USA [4]. In a separate study across the same institutions,

Bockmon et al. also found that of a range of predictive measures
taken at the start of a semester – spatial skills, socioeconomic sta-
tus, attitudes as measured by Dorn & Tew’s Computing Attitudes
Survey [10] and prior CS experience as measured by the SCS1R
– spatial skills had the highest individual accuracy in predicting
students’ scores in a post-test of the SCS1R at the end of the semes-
ter [3]. This is similar to the previous findings of Parker et al., who
discovered through principal component analysis that spatial skills
were a more powerful intervening variable for CS1 assessment
performance than access to computers [26].

Parkinson & Cutts discovered that there was a correlation be-
tween spatial skills and exam scores in a CS0 cohort [29] and sep-
arately with a test of expression evaluation [31]. Ly et al. also ob-
served correlations between spatial skills and final module grades
in a CS1 cohort [19]. The correlation between spatial skills and
various forms of CS assessment and success has, therefore, been
explored in many areas. It is important to note, however, that there
are some distinct differences in the correlations observed. From
the studies mentioned, Jones & Burnett observed comparatively
very high correlations with module marks (r=.62 and r=.71), while
Parkinson & Cutts observed a medium to strong correlation for the
CS0 students (r=.50 for their final exam). Bockmon et al. observed a
smaller correlation (r=.41) and Ly et al.’s finding was even smaller
(r=.25). Clearly, there is a difference in how much spatial skills play
a role in different computing contexts and with different measures
of success. While the relationship does appear to be reliably present,
it is not reliably consistent, so the amount of attention it should be
paid in the broader context of CS education and progression has
yet to be clearly determined.

2.3 Why are Spatial Skills Valuable in
Computing Science?

Margulieux presented a theory for the relationship between spatial
skills and success in STEM called Spatial Encoding Strategy theory
(SpES) [22]. The theory states that we can use grid and place cells
in the hippocampus – which we originally evolved for navigation –
for encoding all non-verbal information and representations. Those
with better spatial skills are capable of more efficient encoding of
non-verbal information using these neuro-structures, and therefore
are more likely to be able to hold complex and overlapping con-
ceptual models and procedures in their heads. In CS, these may be
models constructed on the fly, like a model of a program, a problem
domain or a data/object relationship, or theymay bemore persistent
models such as the syntax structure of a programming language
or a complex computer system or process. Margulieux’s two broad
examples when presenting the theory are “running mental models”
and “building robust notional machines”.

Margulieux’s theory comes after the work of Parkinson & Cutts,
who proposed that spatial skills themselves do not necessarily help
with learning in computing, but rather they expose an abstract
set of skills which they called an “underlying cognitive ability”
(see figure 1) [28]. They theorised that as a result, spatial skills
training could improve outcomes in CS and other STEM domains,
which was already known to be true of engineering: Sheryl Sorby
has been developing and applying spatial skills training exercises
programmes for nearly 30 years with consistently positive outcomes
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Figure 1: The model for the relationship between spa-
tial skills and STEM subjects, presented by Parkinson and
Cutts [28]

for engineering students [37, 38, 40]. Cooper et al., Bockmon et al.
and Parkinson & Cutts have each conducted Sorby’s spatial skills
training in introductory computing and have observed positive
results for CS outcomes, demonstrating that Parkinson & Cutts’
original theory is likely to be true. (Note that Ly et al. have also
delivered a spatial skills training programme in a CS1 setting, but
did not conduct appropriate pre- and post-testing with a control
group to determine if the training itself was effective [19].)

However, Parkinson & Cutts’ model also suggests that if this
set of skills can be trained in other domains, we would see spatial
skills increase over time spent in STEM study. The arrows go both
ways: spatial skills training may lead to improvements in CS, but
CS learning may also lead to improvements in spatial skills [28].

This was found to be true in college physics education. In a study
by Pallrand and Seeber [24], students from four cohorts had their
spatial skills tested before and after a period of different forms of
teaching:

(1) Students studying introductory physics alongside a spatial
skills intervention (experimental)

(2) Students studying introductory physics with lectures on
the history of physics equal to the time of the spatial skills
intervention (placebo)

(3) Students studying introductory physics with no additional
instruction (control)

(4) Students studying liberal arts (eliminating test-retest effects)
Across several tests of spatial skills taken before and after the

instruction period, the experimental group showed highly signifi-
cant, large gains in spatial skills, the placebo and control groups
both showed some significant improvement in spatial skills (not
as large as the experimental group), and the liberal arts students
showed very small, mostly insignificant gains in spatial skills. The
authors comment on the placebo and control groups, saying that
their gains “suggest that taking introductory physics may itself
influence visual-spatial abilities of students” [24].

Therefore, we can see that physics learning can improve spatial
skills, and we know from other work that having good spatial skills
helps in learning physics: Kozhevnikov et al. observed that spatial
skills contribute to solving kinematics problems in physics [15, 16],
and Mac Raighne et al. observed a correlation between spatial

visualisation and a Newtonian mechanics concept inventory [20].
Based on the models presented by Margulieux and Parkinson and
Cutts, which apply to most STEM education, it is possible that
the bi-directionality observed in physics education also exists in
computing education.

2.4 The Role of Prior Experience
Since non-verbal encoding skills are associated with learning, Mar-
gulieux states in SpES that spatial skills are not likely to be useful
beyond initial learning in STEM since students develop their own
domain-specific strategies and patterns for solving problems. Veri-
fying this, Parkinson & Cutts have repeatedly found evidence that
students with more experience in computing appear to rely less on
spatial skills to solve computing problems. In previously mentioned
studies, while they observed a moderate correlation between spatial
skills and module exams in CS0, the relationship was much weaker
and did not reach significance for the CS1 cohort [29]; similarly, in
their expression evaluation experiment, the correlation between
their expression evaluation instrument and spatial skills was not
significant for students with more experience [31].

However, Parkinson & Cutts have also found that the correla-
tion between spatial skills and CS GPAs actually grows over time,
indicating that those with better spatial skills increasingly do better
in later years of study [30]. Additionally, the correlation between
spatial skills and grades in computationally complex modules is
still fairly high in the third and fourth years of study. Recently, Liu
et al. also observed relationships between spatial skills and success
in an introductory computer graphics module, which was studied
by students in their third or fourth year of study: the students had
at least two years of computing or software engineering learning
experience but the domain was new [18].

Parkinson & Cutts explain their findings by considering the na-
ture of learning and the role of prior experience. They hypothesise
that initial learning in computing requires abstract encoding skills,
but domain-specific strategies do develop, just as Margulieux the-
orises [30]. However, they do not assume that learning in CS is
only an initial event: as a student progresses through a degree, they
encounter new languages, new paradigms, and new models and
processes of computation. Every time they encounter something
new, they will revert back to their abstract skills to assimilate the
information and develop their new strategies. With this theory,
spatial skills are important for any individual intending on learning
new computational content, whether it is introductory or advanced.

2.5 Replications and MIMN Studies
Recent work at ICER has highlighted a lack of replication studies in
our field [5]. Spatial skills research in computing is still fairly novel
and there are currently few studies that can be considered replica-
tion studies, leaving a gap in the field. It is important to replicate
results across multiple studies to demonstrate their efficacy.

Additionally, there is value in conducting multi-institutional,
multi-national research. This permits many perspectives to be in-
cluded from multiple different contexts which helps us to draw
broader conclusions based on more diverse data [12]. They also
demonstrate the efficacy of replications not with new data from
the same or similar sources, but with multiple different contexts
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where differences in culture or attitudes may impact the broader 
conclusions being drawn.

2.6 Research Questions
Although theories have been proposed regarding the relationship 
between computing and spatial reasoning [22, 28], only limited 
work has been done to attempt to expand upon or provide empirical 
evidence for these contributions.

The goal of the current study is partially to perform replications 
of existing correlations between spatial skills and module grades at 
institutions where this has not been explored before, contributing 
to the existing but varied results already observed. Additionally, we 
wish to answer the call to action posed by Malmi et al. and build on 
theory work developed by previous researchers [21]. We present 
work similar to Pallrand and Seeber [24] discussed above to test 
the model proposed by Parkinson and Cutts [28]: does learning 
introductory computing lead to improvements in spatial skills? We 
also wish to consider how prior programming fluency affects the 
relationship between spatial skills and CS success, which has been 
theorised about by Margulieux [22] but evidence supporting it is 
limited.

Therefore, we have three research questions:
RQ1 Do spatial skills correlate with introductory CS module

grades? (replication)
RQ2 Do spatial skills change over a period of introductory CS

learning? (new, replicating physics)
RQ3 How does prior programming fluency affect the interplay

between spatial skills and introductory CS module grades?
(new)

We will also explore these relationships in more detail in the
analysis of our results.

3 METHOD
3.1 Study Design
This study is the result of a multi-institutional project designed to
investigate spatial skills in introductory CS across a year. Data is
collected from three institutions located in the UK, the USA and
Vietnam.

The study was designed such that tests and surveys were deliv-
ered to students at various points over a year of learning. A spatial
skills test was delivered at the start of the first semester, at the end
of the first semester or the beginning of the second, and at the end
of the academic year prior to exams. This allows us to examine
changes in spatial skills across a semester, as Pallrand & Seeber
did [24], but also across a whole year to see if additional instruction
yields additional changes.

Module grades from participating students were also collected at
the end of the academic year after assessments had been conducted.
Additionally, a self-reported level of prior programming fluency
was collected at the start of the period of study.

3.2 Participants
All participants were taking part in an introductory CS module in
their respective universities. The institutions involved were based
in [redacted for anonymity, but will be included in the camera-ready

Table 1: Number of participants taking part in each instru-
ment/data collection point from each institution (Where
MG1: module grade 1, MG2: module grade 2 and PPFS: prior
programming fluency survey)

Inst. PSVT:R 1 PSVT:R 2 PSVT:R 3 MG1 MG2 PPFS

A 122 87 27 136 126 146
B 38 37 4 17 n/a 18
C 50 35 n/a 50 n/a 44

Total 210 159 31 203 127 209

manuscript]. Participation in the research was voluntary and was
not compensated. The number of participants was not the same for
every point of data collection due to some participants explicitly
indicating that they wanted only certain data points to be used
or due to students not taking part in the study. Ethical approval
was acquired for the data collection at each institution and stu-
dent participation was collected alongside a consent form explicitly
permitting their data to be used for publication in aggregate and
without identifying details.

The number of participants for each data point is shown in ta-
ble 1. Note, however, that some numbers are lower in our analysis in
section 4: this is because most tests conducted required an intersec-
tion of at least two data points, and some students may have only
contributed to one or the other. Also note that there is a decline in
participation in later test points. We believe that this is because the
tests were voluntary and students were probably experiencing test
fatigue and assessment crunch by the end of the academic year.

3.3 Instruments and Data Collected
3.3.1 Spatial Skills. To measure spatial skills, the Revised Purdue
Spatial Visualisation Test of Rotations (PSVT:R) [46] was used. The
test requires participants to identify a sequence of rotations ap-
plied to a 3-D object to give the same object in a different, given
orientation. They must then apply the same series of rotations to
another object provided and choose the correct resulting orienta-
tion from a range of five options. The test consists of 30 items of
increasing complexity. In each instance, the test was delivered with
a 20-minute time limit.

As previously discussed in the Background section, the PSVT:R
is specifically a test of spatial visualisation. Spatial visualisation
is the factor of spatial skills most explored in spatial skills and CS
research, and we continue this trend in this work. Also note that
the revised PSVT:R specifically has been used in multiple works
already discussed, particularly by Parkinson & Cutts and Bockmon,
so we maintain this continuity here.

3.3.2 Prior Programming Fluency. We allowed students to self-
report their prior programming fluency regarding the language
they are most fluent in on the following scale:

(1) Professional fluency (contributed to open-source code, sold
an application or worked as a professional programmer)

(2) Expert fluency (very comfortable using the language, created
useful programs)
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(3) Moderate fluency (write programs using basic control struc-
tures in the language)

(4) Novice fluency (basics of input/output and simple control
flow only)

(5) None (very little to no programming experience)

We attempted to alleviate subjectivity in responses by including
specific tasks and applications in the parentheses for each response,
reducing ambiguity about what terms like “expert” and “novice”
may entail. While this does not entirely eliminate subjectivity, and
results may still be skewed by confidence, we believe that it is
adequate to distinguish fluency for this study.

3.3.3 Module Grades. Module grades were collected using assess-
ments from each of the institutions involved. In all instances, these
are recorded as a single value of composite assessment scores ac-
cording to the institution’s own weighting scheme.

For institution A, module grades were a percentage which com-
prised of 20% weekly quizzes and 80% weekly programming exer-
cises in the first semester and 20% weekly quizzes, 30% debugging
assignments, and 50% on long-form programming assignments in
the second semester.

For institution B, module grades were a letter grade in an ordinal
range with 11 divisions which comprised of equal 25% contributions
from homework assignments (7 in total), smaller practice problems
(21 in total), quizzes (10 in total), and a final project.

For institution C, module grades were a letter grade in an ordinal
rangewith 7 divisions which comprised of a wide range of formative
and summative components:

• 20% weekly participation activities (including interactive
pre-reading participation exercises, asynchronous in-lecture
quizzes, post-lecture quizzes, and weekly team lab work
activities)

• 25% auto-graded weekly short programming exercises
• 20% manually graded (human marked) weekly short pro-
gramming exercises

• 20% across four module tests, one every three weeks
• 15% final exam

Different statistical tests are required for different forms of data,
which we address in section 4.1. Institutions B and C collected
grade data for the first semester only while institution A was able
to collect grade data for both semesters individually.

3.4 Delivery
At each institution, time was taken during contact time to conduct
the tests and surveys. They were all completed online, with students
either using devices in the lecture room or completing the surveys
alone as a class activity, using their institution’s own preferred
survey and testing platforms.

Institution C was not able to conduct the initial round of testing
due to delays in ethical approval from the internal review board,
so the data provided for institution C is the spring delivery of
the introductory CS module. This places the students in similar
circumstances to those starting their introductory CS in the autumn
at other institutions, though the timing did not permit institution
C to provide data across the following semester. Figure 2 shows

Figure 2: Timeline of data collection for each institution
across both semesters

the semester-based timeline and the data collected at each point by
each institution.

Three of the authors were instructors on one course each at their
respective institutions which provided data. However, the invitation
and subsequent handling of student participation was ruled as non-
coercive by each institution’s IRB/Ethics Review Committees.

3.5 On Statistical Significance
In the author guidelines, ICER promotes the position held by the
American Statistical Association regarding p-values and signifi-
cance [45]. In short, the guidance is not to draw conclusions about
statistical significance based on an arbitrary value of p<.05 and
rather to present p-values as they are and comment more broadly
and thoughtfully on their meaning in the given context. For this
reason, we present the p-values as they are calculated without
any assumptions about statistical significance and comment more
generally on the possibility of false positives occurring.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Pre-analysis: Normality and Distribution
The number of datapoints collected are shown in table 1. In order
to determine the suitability of statistical tests to conduct, the data
had to be examined for assumptions of normality and distribution.
When analysed with a Shapiro-Wilk test, spatial skills and module
grades were mostly found to be non-normally distributed with a
positive skew. This also applied for most of the breakdowns by time
period, institution and prior programming fluency sub-categories.
Therefore, non-parametric analyses are used: these were Spear-
man’s Rank tests for correlation, Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests for
comparisons of repeated measures at two intervals and the Kruskal-
Wallis test for comparisons between groups. Non-parametric anal-
yses are also the more appropriate choice for ordinal data, which
applies to the letter-grade module results from institutions B and
C. Additionally, since the data was skewed, medians are provided
as the preferred measure of central tendency where applicable, and
spread is indicated by the interquartile range as indicated by 𝑄1—
𝑄3. The results of the Shapiro-Wilk tests and the histograms of the
data distribution can be found in the appendix.

4.2 RQ1: Spatial Skills and CS Module Results
In order to determine whether introductory programming module
grades were associated with spatial skills, we conducted a series of
correlations between spatial skills scores and module results. It was
not appropriate to combine the module results between institutions
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Table 2: Spearman’s correlations between modules grades 
and spatial skills test scores for each institution

Institution Semester r p n

A 1 .44 .000 81
B 1 .58 .015 17
C 1 .50 .002 35
A 2 .53 .005 26

or between testing periods, since they were all measuring different
things. Therefore, individual correlations are conducted for each
institution.

In each instance, the spatial skills score used was the test result
chronologically closest to the delivery of the major assessments.
Although each institution had some summative components spread
across the whole semester (particularly institution B) assessment
was weighted towards the end of the first semester, so the chrono-
logically closest spatial skills test was PSVT:R 2. Institution A col-
lected a second semester of data, which is chronologically closest
to PSVT:R 3. The results of the correlation tests can be found in
table 2.

Each of these results indicates a moderate correlation of r≈.5
with a low chance of a false positive result. Therefore, it appears
that spatial skills are related to assessment scores at each institution
involved, which is broadly in line with previous discoveries.

4.3 RQ2: Changes in Spatial Skills while
Studying CS

Our second research question has a core component: do spatial
skills change over a period of introductory CS learning across all
institutions? Following this, we would also like to determine at
which institutions spatial skills change by the most and which
students, characterised according to their spatial skills scores, saw
the greatest spatial skills changes.

4.3.1 Changes over Time. A series of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests
were conducted between spatial skills tests at different times. Since
the same version of the PSVT:R was used across every institution,
unlike the module assessments scores, they can be combined and
analysed together. The results of these three tests can be found in
table 3. These results indicate that there is an increase in spatial
skills across semester 1 and the full year which is unlikely to be a
false positive, but the minimal gains across semester 2 are much
more likely to be due to a false positive based on the high p-value.

4.3.2 Changes by Institution. We then conductedWilcoxon Signed-
Rank tests between spatial skills tests over the first semester for
each institution. We only consider the first semester due to data
restrictions: institution C has no data and institution B has only
4 data-points for PSVT:R 3, so meaningful analysis could only be
conducted for institution A, allowing no comparisons. The results
of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests are found in table 4. The results
indicate that there were gains in about 2 points in the PSVT:R across
a semester for institutions A and C, and about 4 points for insti-
tution B. Note that according to traditional statistical significance
expectations, we would not consider the changes in institution C to

be significant, however in the spirit of moving away from arbitrary
p-values as dictators of significance, we instead highlight that there
is a greater chance of this result being a false positive than at other
institutions, but this chance is still relatively low.

4.3.3 Changes by Initial Spatial Skills. In engineering, Sorby has
previously split spatial skills scorers into three categories accord-
ing to their PSVT:R scores: 18 and below indicates low scorers,
who would require training; 19-21 inclusive indicates marginally
high scorers, who would benefit from training but would not be
required to participate in it; 22 and above indicates high scorers,
who would probably not benefit from spatial skills instruction [36].
When categorising by these divisions, Ly et al. discovered that the
students with the lowest initial spatial scores improved in spatial
skills by the most points in the PSVT:R on average after spatial
skills training [19]. To determine whether this applied in comput-
ing instruction, gains were calculated for the first semester for all
students with enough data by subtracting their PSVT:R 1 score
from their PSVT:R 2 score. Based on the PSVT:R 1, students from
all institutions were grouped Sorby’s three categories: Low (scoring
0-18 in the PSVT:R), Mid (19-21) and High (22-30). A Kruskal-Wallis
test was then conducted with the students’ gain data grouped by
their categories. The results can be found in table 5.

These results indicate that there is a difference between the gains
in spatial skills of students depending on their initial spatial skills.
Students with initially low spatial skills improve by about 3 points
on average while marginal students improved by about 1 point and
students with high initial spatial skills did not improve on average.

Another way to examine this relationship is to conduct correla-
tions between initial spatial skills and differences in spatial skills
over the first semester. If negative correlations are observed, this
would mean that the lower the initial spatial skills, the higher the
gain. Spearman’s correlations were conducted between PSVT:R
1 and PSVT:R 2 - PSVT:R 1 across all institutions and for each
institution. The results are shown in table 6.

These results indicate that there is a negative correlation be-
tween spatial skills and gains across all institutions. This means
that students with lower initial spatial skills tended to show the
largest gains across the first semester, with institution B showing
the highest correlation.

4.4 RQ3: Prior Programming Fluency
4.4.1 Fluency and Initial Spatial Skills. We predicted that those
with greater programming fluency would have better spatial skills
because they developed these skills while they first learned to pro-
gram. To test this, we conducted a Kruskal-Wallis test with PSVT:R
1 scores grouped by fluency. Note that not enough participants
indicated Professional programming fluency to include them in the
Kruskal-Wallis test. The results are shown in table 7. These results
indicate that there is a difference between groups which is not likely
to be a false positive result. Students with no prior programming
fluency have the lowest initial spatial skills and spatial skills rise
with fluency levels.

4.4.2 Fluency and Correlation between Spatial Skills and Module
Grades. Parkinson & Cutts theorised that students with high prior
programming fluency would rely less on spatial skills, and therefore
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Table 3: Results of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests between each spatial skills test across all institutions

Semester 1 Semester 2 Whole Year

PSVT:R 1 2 2 3 1 3

Median 20 22 24 24 20 25
𝑄1—𝑄3 16—24 17—25 18—26 18—27 15—23 18—27

n 133 30 26
Z -3.34 -1.03 -2.54
p (2-tailed) .001 .303 .011

Table 4: Results of Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests at the start and end of the first semester for each institution

Inst. A Inst. B Inst. C

PSVT:R 1 2 1 2 1 2

Median 21 23 17 21 18 20
𝑄1—𝑄3 19—25 20—28 14—21 16—25 13—25 13—25

n 61 37 35
Z -2.61 -3.14 -1.71
p (2-tailed) .009 .002 .087

Table 5: Results of a Kruskal-Wallis test where students are
grouped by Sorby’s categories (Low, Mid, High) and then the
median gains in spatial skills over a semester are compared

Low Mid High

Median 3 1 0
𝑄1—𝑄3 0—7 0—3 0—2
n 55 22 56

H -stat 13.425
p .001

Table 6: Spearman’s correlations between initial spatial skills
and the difference in spatial skills between the start and end
of the first semester (spatial skills gains). Negative correla-
tions indicate that students with the lowest initial spatial
skills gain by the largest margins.

Institution r p n

All -.36 .000 133
A -.25 .050 61
B -.59 .000 37
C -.36 .032 35

would exhibit a lower correlation between their spatial skills and
module grades [29], in line with Margulieux’s Spatial Encoding
Strategy theory regarding domain specific skills [22]. In order to
test this, we examined the correlation between grades and spatial
skills as the end of the first semester split by prior programming
fluency. Institution B did not have enough data points to conduct
the correlations. Institution A did not have enough Professional

respondents and institution C did not have enough Professional or
Expert respondents who also completed the requisite PSVT:R and
consented to have their grade data used. The results are shown in
table 8.

The results show that there is a high correlation between spatial
skills and module grades for students with no prior programming
fluency, which decreases with each level of fluency. Note the high
p-values of the more experienced students which indicate higher
chances of the observed relationship being random and due to false
positive result. These correlations indicate a trend for spatial skills
having a stronger relationship with grades for those with less prior
programming experience.

5 DISCUSSION
It is encouraging to see that the correlation between spatial skills
and CSmodule scores has been observed here, as it has been in other
studies. This work provides three additional institutions where the
connection has not been observed before, which contributes to our
more general understanding of spatial skills in relation to CS.

A key contribution of this studywas to determinewhether spatial
skills change over a period of introductory CS learning, as they
have been observed to in physics [24] and is proposed by the model
presented by Parkinson & Cutts [28]. We have determined that
spatial skills do appear to change over the first semester – and the
first year – of study when looking at the dataset as a whole. As
would be expected, there is a difference in how much spatial skills
improve at each institution. Institution B observed the greatest
gains, with institution A showing some gains and institution C
observing similar gains when accounting for a higher chance of
error.

We believe the reasons for this are due to institutional differences.
Development of spatial skills during a spatial intervention happens
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Table 7: Results of a Kruskal-Wallis test where the initial spatial skills were grouped and compared based on self-reported
prior programming fluency. Note that not enough participants indicated Professional to reasonably contribute to the statistical
analysis, so the values for this group are shown in italics for completeness but were not included in the calculation of the
H-stat or the p-value.

No Experience Novice Moderate Expert Professional

Median 18 22 24 24 25
𝑄1—𝑄3 15—24 15—-25 19—26 18—27 18—30
n 51 39 68 20 3

H -stat 6.539
p .001

Table 8: Spearman’s correlations between modules grades
and spatial skills test scores for institutions A and C across
semester 1, categorised by self-reported prior programming
fluency

Institution A Institution C

Fluency r p n r p n

No Experience .51 .022 20 .61 .019 14
Novice .47 .084 14 .33 .667 6
Moderate .33 .069 31 .14 .764 7
Expert .13 .641 15 n/a
Professional n/a n/a

through gradually increasing the challenge of spatial exercises, with
activities such as sketching 3-D objects after rotations in multiple
axes being some of the most effective training exercises [36]. Parkin-
son & Cutts proposed that the underlying cognitive skills, which
Margulieux identified as non-verbal encoding skills [22], could be
improved through the correct kind of CS exercises [28]. While we
cannot be certain exactly what these exercises may look like, we
would expect them to involve complex internalisation of operations,
procedures or concepts, just like the complex rotation exercises. In
order to determine whether these kinds of complex exercises are
being used, we need to look closely at an institution’s instruction.
In this case, it might be possible to see if there are some distinct
differences in the way institution B delivers content compared to
institutions A and C. The nature of the instruction and its possible
implications is explored in more detail in section 5.1.

Our work also validates a component of Margulieux’s theory
about expertise and CS learning: experts are likely to have devel-
oped domain specific strategies over time and will rely less on
the abstract strategies underpinned by spatial skills to solve prob-
lems [22]. In our results, the correlation between spatial skills and
module grades is exceptionally high for the students with no pro-
gramming experience (higher than any relationship between spatial
skills and computing success we have observed in the literature
to date) and is negligible for experts. This greatly strengthens the
theory that spatial skills, and their associated non-verbal encoding
skills, are of the most value to students learning completely new
content in computing.

A still-outstanding question is whether these self-identified Ex-
pert students would require spatial skills when engaging with com-
pletely new CS content, if it is actually possible to define this at all.
Parkinson & Cutts’ later work would seem to indicate that spatial
skills are valuable all the way through a student’s computing de-
gree, affecting their module selection later in their programme [30],
so it is possible that we would observe a stronger relationship be-
tween spatial skills and grades for our self-identified experts if we
examined them further along their computing learning pathways.

5.1 Differences in Institutions
To attempt to tease out why one institution showed greater spatial
skills gains than the others, we provide a discussion of the content
and teaching methods conducted at each institutions. We also pro-
vide some theories on why some of these practices may develop
spatial skills and not others.

Institution A teaches functional Haskell as a first language, which
is not commonly taught in schools in their context and we do not be-
lieve it is a common self-taught language for incoming CS1 students.
Therefore, we expect that this novelty reduces the effectiveness
of students’ pre-built strategies and language models, requiring
them to build new understanding using their non-verbal encoding
skills, thus relying on spatial skills. This may also explain why even
students with Moderate prior fluency show a moderate correlation
between spatial skills and success in the module, since even though
they have some programming experience, it has limited bearing
on the new language paradigm context. Ultimately, the added use
of these non-verbal encoding skills should develop them, leading
to improvements in spatial skills. However, since students with
lower spatial skills develop them the most, institution A may not
be observing gains as drastic as institution B because their students
already started with high median spatial skills. They improved by
2 points, but from an already high starting point – if the students
had begun with lower spatial skills, the gains may have been more
substantial.

Institution B teaches a much more common initial language,
Python, which it is reasonable to assume that students with prior
programming fluency may have encountered before. However, the
method of instruction and assessmentmay bemaking the difference:
over the semester, students havemultiple small exercises to work on
per week, 7 assessed programming homework assignments and a
large project. The homework assignments expect pair programming
to be conducted and the final project is a group project. This high
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number of summative tasks and the need to engage with peers may
result in spatial skills improvement through the repeated need to
externalise and seriously recall mental models. Peer instruction
has been regarded as an effective method of developing a deeper
understanding for students [33], and while the practice of pair
programming and group work is not peer instruction itself, it must
involve the discussion and interrogation of students’ conceptual
models in a way that they must be constantly developed, altered
and re-evaluated. This process of repeated mental model building
is very probably the reason why spatial skills develop: building
conceptual models rely on non-verbal encoding skills, and using
these skills develops them, thus improving spatial ability. As already
discussed regarding institution A, institution B students had the
lowest incoming spatial skills, which also probably set them up to
improve the most.

Institution C teaches a “late objects” approach in Java, which in-
volvesmainly procedural Javawith some light-touch object oriented
topics (basic classes and inheritance) at the end of the semester.
There is a strong focus on Java comprehension, with explicit scaf-
folding to support the development of problem solving strategies.
It is possible that the explicit strategy building leads to the develop-
ment of domain-specific strategies rather than generic non-verbal
encoding skills, leading to the higher chance of error observed in
institution C’s spatial skills gains. However, the correlation between
spatial skills and assessment is still fairly high for a naturalistic
study, suggesting that spatial skills still contribute meaningfully to
CS outcomes. Additionally, in the delivery of content, institution
C still incorporates multiple pair- and team-based discussions and
activities, which we already suggested could have led to improve-
ments in spatial skills in institution B (though perhaps the difference
here is that students working together are practising their domain
specific strategies rather than generic non-verbal strategies).

These theories do not explain why there was such limited devel-
opment in semester 2. Both institutions A and B delivered a second-
semester module teaching Java programming and data structures.
Both teach a new language, however, there is a higher likelihood
that Java will have been experienced by those with some prior
programming fluency, giving them some domain-specific strategies
to handle it. Institution B uses the same teaching structure as in
semester 1, except that the group project is supplanted by an exam,
so we would expect there to be some spatial skills gains. Despite
this, we must also consider the semester 2 results with some cau-
tion: the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test involves only 30 students, with
only 4 from institution B, so they may not necessarily be indicative
of the overall cohort. No data was collected from semester 2 for
institution C, so their second semester delivery is not reported.

In short, although we have examined the nature of the delivery
and content at each institution studied and provided some theories,
there are no obvious, repeated characteristics which we believe
specifically would lead to spatial skills improvement. We discuss
this further as possible future work in section 5.4.

5.2 Limitations and Threats to Validity
Regarding gains in spatial skills over time, we did not have a control
group as Pallrand & Seeber did in their study in physics [24]. We
do not see this as a major threat to validity for several reasons.

First, if there were a consistent retest gain, we would expect this
to be consistent over time and by institution, where we see several
variations. Additionally, neither the answers nor the test results
were shared with the students and they had no means to revisit the
questions once the test was completed, so the participants had no
means to revise or practice the test itself.

The means of observing CS success was module grades, which
can be seen in section 3.3.3 to be very different per institution and
spread out across the semester. This means that spatial skills may
be being correlated with quite different things in each instance. A
more precise and homogeneous measure of CS success (such as the
SCS1 [25]) would probably givemore consistent results and could be
compared across institutions. However, examining the relationship
between spatial skills and module-specific measures of success is
still valuable: in the context of each module, we expect that there
have been contextual considerations put into the measures being
used to determine success, and even if these are different between
institutions, it is still valuable to know how spatial skills contribute
to them. By comparing these measures, we examine the role of
spatial skills with success in different contexts, as measured in
different contexts.

Using a self-reported measure of programming fluency may be
conflated with confidence. Over-confident students may report
higher than their actual level of fluency and vice-versa with stu-
dents with low confidence levels. We attempted to alleviate this by
including more concrete measures of fluency for each category, but
even then there is a risk that students would self-report differently
from their actual fluency levels. However, the results broadly align
with expectations and the need for extremely precise categorisation
is not necessary for this research: the results speak for themselves.
Even if there are some datapoints which we would more formally
categorise in a different level of fluency, there is a clear difference
in how the self-reported No Experience students differ from the
Moderate and Expert students.

The analysis of the nature of each institution’s CS learning expe-
riences and content was conducted in an ad-hoc, discursive manner.
We did not apply any kind of framework or rubric. This means
that we may be missing some important components which would
factor into the gains of spatial skills that may have been captured
if we had followed a more formulaic and structured process to
tease them out. We are not currently aware of such a framework
or rubric which has been used to characterise a module in this
manner, but if one exists it would have been valuable. Additionally,
since this is a naturalistic study, it is not possible to capture every
student’s extra-curricular experiences. Such activities as playing
video games [41] and technical drawing [39] are known to develop
spatial skills, and we cannot guarantee that students did not engage
with these activities throughout their modules to the degree that
they may have improved spatial skills.

Bockmon & Cooper [1] recently published a viewpoint on par-
ticipation bias in CS Education studies, noting that student who
participate in voluntary activities may not be representative of
the whole cohort (and also suggest that they are more likely to be
skewed towards being higher academic performers). Given that all
participation was entirely voluntary in this study, we may have
encountered similar pitfalls. As stated by Bockmon & Cooper, these
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are challenges faced by our whole community and can be challeng-
ing to address; they suggest making testing instruments mandatory 
in classes, which in exploratory contexts or emerging fields – such 
as spatial skills – is a hard sell for institutions. However, this should 
be considered in any future work conducted.

5.3 Implications
Our first finding, that spatial sk ills are co rrelated wi th module 
grades, has implications for the breadth and far-reaching nature of 
the relationship. We have shown the relationship being replicated in 
institutions where it has not yet been observed and in the case of one 
institution, on a continent where spatial skills and CS specifically 
have never been explored before. This, along with all the other 
correlations observed in prior work, indicates that the relationship 
is not a fluke: there i s a  relationship between spatial skills and 
multiple measures of CS success which appear in many different 
deliveries of introductory computing content. Since spatial skills 
are easy to train (with gains being observed in multiple different 
kinds of spatial intervention deliveries in CS [27] and beyond [43]) 
we can help students with initially low skills to succeed in their 
programmes.

That spatial skills can be developed through CS learning is an 
encouraging finding. Not only does it take a step towards validat-
ing Parkinson & Cutts’ underlying cognition model [28], it also 
means that it is possible that some deliveries of introductory CS 
will improve the spatial skills of students who – for whatever rea-
son – begin their programme with low spatial skills. This means 
that some deliveries of CS might help to close gaps in spatial skills 
observed in incoming undergraduates naturally without a need for 
a spatial skills intervention.

However, there is still much more work to do. Most deliveries of 
Sorby’s spatial skills intervention [36, 39], when run in the context 
of an introductory CS module, raise PSVT:R scores by about 6 
points [27]; the highest observed gain in this study was only 4 
points, and only at one institution. We don’t yet know what it is 
about CS instruction which can improve spatial ability, and until 
we do we cannot simply assume that any CS delivery will make 
sure that students have opportunities to develop these skills. So 
while the implications of this study are positive, and indicate that 
we can improve these skills without the need for dedicated spatial 
interventions, we have some way to go before we can figure out just 
what we should be including in our programmes to help develop 
these skills.

Finally, our final finding about prior experience validates a com-
ponent of Margulieux’s Spatial Encoding Strategy theory [22] and 
has broader implications about who may need spatial skills train-
ing. It appears that the students with the least experience would 
benefit from these skills more, so under tight conditions spatial 
skills training would be of more benefit to them. However, as there 
is still a connection between spatial skills and later study [18, 30], 
we must be careful not to dismiss the possible need for students to 
have good spatial skills in order to succeed in later years.

5.4 Future Work
In CS we should conduct additional testing with students further 
along in their academic careers. Parkinson & Cutts demonstrate

that spatial skills correlate with success in later study [30], so it
would be valuable to determine whether spatial skills are still being
developed at these stages or if the learning experiences of early
study essentially dictate the students’ later course selections.

As with traditional spatial skills training, there appears to be an
upper threshold at which students are not likely to improve spatial
skills through their CS learning. However, we have also discussed
background work showing that spatial skills are still related to later
years of study. Additionally, Parkinson &Cutts observed that spatial
skills are higher among those further in their academic journeys: on
average, CS faculty have substantially higher spatial skills than first
year students [28]. This could be due to spatial skills continuing to
develop over time as students encounter more complex concepts,
or it could be because only those with initially higher spatial skills
end up progressing and keep the average scores high. This should
be investigated in more detail: do students develop spatial skills in
their second year of study? What about even later: do the spatial
skills of final year students or practitioners in industry change over
time?

It would also be valuable to more deeply explore just what kind
of learning experiences in computing improve spatial skills. We
have discussed these in broad terms here, but are unable to draw
any conclusions about which learning experiences may influence
spatial skills development. More robust and rigorous exploration of
these activities would help us to identify the best ways to gradually
improve the spatial skills of our students and avoid the need for
supplemental spatial skills interventions. Initial steps could involve
pre- and post-testing spatial skills of students around different
groups participating in different kinds of learning activities (reading
lecture notes alone, pair programming, peer instruction activities,
etc.) or after short bursts of being introduced to different content
(early language constructs, objects and classes, recursion, etc.).

It is also worth noting that the entirety of this study took up only
about an hour and a half of student time in each institution, most of
it spent on the spatial skills tests (which require about 30 minutes
to administer). Anyone wishing to replicate the work could do so
fairly easily if they were able to garner the correct institutional
support or student motivation to examine how spatial skills may
be involved in their own context.

6 CONCLUSION
We are still working to understand the relationship between spatial
skills and CS. The discovery that spatial skills can be developed
through CS learning is encouraging because it means that we can
structure our teaching so that all students get an opportunity to
develop these important skills while working through their normal
degree. However, these findings do not constitute permission to
dismiss spatial skills as skills that will naturally develop in our
students and are not worth further attention: not all computing
instruction appears to develop spatial skills at the same rate, so not
all computing students will naturally pick them up in class. Also,
even the highest gains we have observed are not as effective as
dedicated interventions: evidence shows that spatial skills can be
improved by up to 6 points on the PSVT:R over a short and light-
weight spatial skills intervention taken alongside CS learning [27].
The next steps – to understand how students use these skills and
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in what ways we can effectively and naturally develop them in our
programmes – are important.

In order to do this, we need to understand the theory. We need
to know how these connections manifest and how they can be
leveraged into helping our students and improving our learning
experiences. This paper also contributes to this process. We have
discovered (more) evidence that spatial skills are connected with
success in computing, and we also now know that this is of high
importance for students who are just beginning their journey and
have not programmed before. This work builds towards a broader
understanding of how students are expected to learn. Continuing
to tease out this relationship and generate a good understanding of
how these cognitive skills can be developed, measured, and applied
will help researchers and instructors to innovate education practices
that are more equitable and beneficial to all students.
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Figure 3: PSVT:R 1 distribution and Shapiro-Wilk test results
for the full dataset and each institution

Figure 4: PSVT:R 2 distribution and Shapiro-Wilk test results
for the full dataset and each institution

Figure 5: PSVT:R 3 distribution and Shapiro-Wilk test results
for the full dataset and each institution (where data was
provided)
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Figure 6: Grade distribution and Shapiro-Wilk test results
for each institution
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